cultural context health illness medicine
International health researchers reflect on the role of traditional healing in addressing the global mental health treatment gap.

incorporating indigenous medicine into global mental health
Coping with prolonged symptoms after illness trauma.

case 28-2021: a 37-year-old woman with covid-19 and suicidal ideation
If kids are vaccinated, will they still have to wear masks to school? "We're all looking for these markers of improvement in our pandemic lifestyle," Muthulingam acknowledges. But "I'm very cautious"

will vaccinating kids put an end to masks at school? it's complicated
Decades of research show that psychosocial treatments are effective for psychosis, yet they remain unimplemented as the American healthcare system relies primarily on pharmacological solutions instead

recovering the us mental healthcare system
It was 13 years ago this month that Brian Sinclair entered a Winnipeg emergency room with a treatable medical issue, but one that could turn deadly

indigenous health-care challenges remain 13 years after brian sinclair's death
Filmmakers Bennett Singer and Patrick Sammon talk about collaborating on
their PBS documentary Cured, including providing updates on main characters and why there was an urgency to tell this story.

telling the story of when LGBTQ+ activists fought the establishment and won
We speak of the radicalization of disabled people, but so few have that experience. So many never even know us.

give disability feminism the respect it deserves
At the federal level, President Joe Biden appointed a COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force by executive order. Many states, including Illinois, Louisiana and Tennessee, established similar task forces,
a state-by-state approach to closing the health equity gap
The recently announced new health indicators framework was promoted as a key transformational feature of the Labour government’s health system restructuring announced by Minister of Health Andrew

government’s new health indicators fail to indicate
WTOP’s John Domen had a conversation with Dr. Martin Makary, a surgical oncologist and chief of the Johns Hopkins Islet Transplant Center, about the importance of facing the pandemic and the
q&a: johns hopkins doctor discusses importance of nuance when dealing with covid-19
Over the last year and a half, almost four dozen Cal Fire firefighters have suffered from heat illness during training, and since 2003 five have died.
california firefighters keep getting injured while training. and some have died
From squandering global vaccine supplies to the possibility of undermining immunity from the first two doses, booster programmes are a surprisingly complicated business.
covid-19: how effective is a third vaccine dose?
Unlike the onslaught of salacious media stories that surrounded and colored the 2017 case, Erin Lee Carr's documentary tries to see the story from all sides.
how accurate is i love you, now die?
This is THE INGRAHAM ANGLE from Washington tonight. Pfizer tells us its vaccine passed the trials for five to 11-year-olds. But why won't they release their data? Dr. Scott Atlas thinks he knows why.
'the ingraham angle' on coronavirus vaccines, biden's immigration policies
The following is a transcript of an interview with Dr. Scott Gottlieb that aired on Sunday, September 19, 2021, on "Face the Nation."
full transcript: dr. scott gottlieb on "face the nation"
Welcome to the University of Reading research cluster in gender history. Our purpose is to explore gender in its complexity. Across time and space gender has often been viewed and imagined as binary.
research cluster in gender history
My guest today is Dr. Scott Gottlieb. He is a former FDA commissioner, a Pfizer board member, and the author of the new book "Uncontrolled Spread: Why COVID-19 Crushed Us and How We can Defeat the
Evidence-based and community-centric communication can prevent the spread of rumours and misinformation in a crisis. In Benin, West Africa, M&C Saatchi (a communications agency) worked with

‘we cannot have a one-size-fits-all communication strategy’
Welcome to Dear Culture, the podcast that gives you news, you can trust for the culture. [...] The post Battling Addiction: Dionna King, Vital Strategies appeared first on TheGrio.

battling addiction: dionna king, vital strategies
Covid might conceivably look like. At yesterday’s post-Cabinet press conference, PM Jacinda Ardern understandably declined to specify what – even at 90 % levels of vaccination – the country might be

on the covid exit plan, and 9/11 media memories
Despite incoming vaccine mandates for workers in B.C.’s health-care system, more than 100 were off work last week because they hadn’t yet had the shots, and had been exposed to COVID-19.

more than 100 unvaccinated b.c. health-care workers off last week due to covid-19
MONAGHAN is still the top viral hotspot in Ireland with a local incidence rate of 1,255.8 per 100,000 population. This comes as public health bosses today confirmed 1,392 cases of Covid-19 in

monaghan remains top viral hotspot with covid incidence rate above 1,200 as 1,392 new cases with 288 in hospital
Yet, from the outside, we often don’t appreciate the stressors that come with being a highly skilled medical doctor and the mental health toll even more so in the context of a pandemic

concerns over mental health of doctors increase as covid surge hits hospitals
It is a difficult and complex illness health problems. This is not to minimize long Covid in any way, but simply to put it in a broader context. The issue is in part a by-product of a medical

post-illness symptoms like long covid are probably more common than we think
Emile Durkheim proposed that the risk of suicide in a population increases when the social context fails to provide a healthy sense of purpose or belonging

working towards preventing suicides in india
Placing the illness in the context of the local culture is still a major challenge for health practitioners they might spend following a western medical regimen. They may understand healing

why it’s hard to end elephantiasis, a debilitating disease spread by mosquitoes
Placing the illness in the context of the local culture is still a major challenge for health practitioners they might spend following a western medical regimen. They may understand healing

africa: why it's hard to end elephantiasis, a debilitating disease spread by mosquitoes
A year before my grandfather was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer, he had regular medical the data in the context of who is and isn’t represented. To advance the health of Asian Americans

asian americans aren't getting the health care they need. and it's killing people like my grandfather
The COVID-19 pandemic has made vivid the need for resilient, high-quality health systems and presents an opportunity to reconsider how to build such systems. Although even well resourced, well

seizing the moment to rethink health systems
A previous version of this story incorrectly stated that Dr. Matt Strauss had described business owners who open in violation of public health orders as “heroes.” A member of Norfolk council scolded
councillor critical of colleagues' cancel-culture reaction over moh
The impact of parental cancer on a child’s development varies according to
the child’s age and the evolution of the illness has cancer The social and
cultural resistance that often

children of cancer patients are too often excluded from the disease
journey, research shows
As a result, a team of German researchers has put forth the idea of a new
version of MPI for the modern age: “mass social media-induced illness.” It is
similar to MPI but differs in that it is

tiktok tics: when tourette’s syndrome went viral
The guide considers three different aspects of language: Framing and
phrasing, which explores the nuances of health topics and conditions within
social, economic and environmental context

healthline media publishes industry's first digital conscious
language guide
The charity Mind has found that one in four people in England experience a
mental health illness every link offers important context for much scientific

and medical research.

scott dylan’s five strategies to improve mental health in the
workplace
Women were more likely to nominate preparedness to have an annual
health check, willingness to seek advice from their medical practitioner and
the social and cultural context.

the effects of gender and age on health related behaviors
A member of Norfolk council scolded his colleagues this week for panicking
in the face of a cancel-culture offensive against the county’s incoming acting
medical officer of health. We apologize

councillor critical of colleagues' cancel-culture reaction over moh
Read “Tuskegee Study Descendants Tackle Distrust of Medicine overcome
their illness. Men may engage in riskier behaviors when they adopt this
macho attitude about their health.